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The poor performance of student who is to blame
As a student, I think it is difficult to precise who is responsible of low achievement of student
because there many parties have a hand in this fact (the student himself, the family, the school, and the
Internet).
The first of all, the student is the center of educational system; he performs poorly because of
his personal problems for example those between his parents. The student can’t concentrate in his
studies, he didn’t his homework consequently, the teacher expels him from class to the street where he
smokes and takes drugs. if the family didn’t educate efficiently their children and send them to school
of course, they will be less good. Also if the school, the administration and the teachers are not severs
and if schools ‘lows aren’t particles by students. They can’t certainly receive and they can’t learn in
there. The society influence psychically by its negative mentality; *studies without job* this famous
idea injects students and despair them.
Finally, we can’t forget the effect of technological means, especially the Internet. There is no
doubt is the easiest mean for studies; we can find anything we want but on the other hand, it spoils the
student intellectually and morally by involving in some immoral sites and spending much time on
front of computer. So we should work together to solve students from all these troubles to be a good
citizen, to be able to build his future.
In brief we can present all these factors in this diagram:
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The poor performance of student is one of the most important topic should be discus In
our society. So we should ask our self who is the responsible of this deterioration is the
teacher or the society or government, or parents, or the student himself.
I think that all this members are responsible because each one of theme is complete one
part of that responsibility on other words each one play an important role in student life and in
his personality too. Lest start with teachers, the teacher is that personnel who give to student
the way to get information or to correct the false ideas also he teach lesions with a way make
student understand ,for society job it is making the student study in a good situations such us
security, political rest , good schools and equipment necessary for his study life ,the
government too should select the teachers who have experience and capacities to understand
student needs, and make a suitable and useful school programs not just imitate it from others
countries which put always the student in confuse. For parent should offer to their children
good time and place also support them to be self-reliant .coming at the end the student, this
one is the reel responsible, because if this last do not care is a lazy, but other members cannot
do nothing, for that reason the student must be serious and hard working in his studies and
make a big effort to get the performance level.
Finally, the poor performance of a student in classroom is depending to him in the first
degree than his environment of members who takes care about him.

Poor performance in the classroom, who is responsible?
Education constitutes the basic elementary of the development of any country in all the
domains. That's why from one hand, the government should establish better conditions to
guaranty an ideal formation. Nowadays, it seems that the student doesn’t achieve his goals
because of many problems. First of all, the government doesn’t complete its obligations. For
example: the public sector bears from many problems, because of the absence of care about the
school. In this latest years, the previous governments tent to encourage the private schools. We
can also add the absence of security, very charged programs, absence of encouragement of the
teachers {low salary, absence of schooling conditions…}… this had negative effects on the
teacher. He would not care about doing his job perfectly. He transmits wrong messages to the
students. On the other hand, he constitutes a source of non-encouragement of them. There is
another type of teachers who aren't well performed, not well formatted. As a result they
contribute on the poor performance of the student in the classroom. The parents in their part
play an important role on the performance of their child. As much as they motivate him, he gives
his best performance. Also, when there is the feeling of security, support, mercy, solidarity, and
happiness between the family members, these had a direct influence on the child's mood and
mentality. But when the parents don't care about the future of their son\daughter, absence of
stability and protection {addicted parents, criminal parents…}. We can also add the poverty that
pushes the student to left his studies….the other factor that plays a basic role on the student's
performance is the society. For example, when it receives bad things from it, such as
drug\alcohol addiction… or when he feels that it is rejected because of his familial situation… all
these things influence the student's studies.
I think that the society, the government, the parents, and the teacher play an essential
role on the performance of the student. In stand to blame each factor, it is preferred to
collaborate and try to find solutions to improve the student performance. As a result they will
benefit from the capacities and skills of him {the student} on develop the nation.
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Education is one of the most important human problems like it’s for
development .poor performance of students in classroom it’s a result of many
reasons not only students, but also other members are including as serious
factors for this problem. The questions which should be asked here is who the
responsible of this deterioration? It is teachers, society, parents, government or
student themselves.
In my opinion all this members are responsible, because each one play an
important role in education life of students and in their personalities or their
characters composition.
There are many reasons for children to underperform in school life, such as,
cultural home environment, society environment, emotional problems, medical
problems, below average intelligence, learning ability.
The most of children who have the habit of watching too much the television
or using media tools they have hearing or visual problems, and probably it can
Limit their thinking and intellectual impairment too, for that reason parents
should take care of their children from the beginning of their life .
Poor socio-cultural home environment and status of families have a beg chance
of poor school performance because less motivation or encourage learning of
students sue due to for example to the poverty, violence, lack of love from
family and families problems.
Living in a noisy environment which has a bad satiations like the absent of
security, political unrest and aggressive behavior causes of poor performance.
The government too should select teachers with experience and whose have
the capacity to understand students’ needs and their learning ability and their
intelligence too , furthermore, make a suitable and useful school programs, not
just imitate it from others countries which put always the student in confuse.
The student is the reel responsible in the end, if this last do not care or lazy the
other members cannot do anything, for that reason he or she must be serious
and hardworking also make a big effort to avoid this obstacles.
Finally, it is important to remember that a student may be having
more than one reason for the poor school performance but he or she should
find the ways to continuous their studies and the should trying to get the
performance level.
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There are many factors which control a student performs poorly in his class. That’s
means we can not specify exactly who is responsible because in my opinion I think that
the student, the parents, the teachers, the society and the government participate
directly in this poor performance.
I will start by government roles in protecting the good atmosphere to student in order to
save them all necessary conditions to learn better. I can give an example of some schools
which suffer from many problems especially in the public schools such us: luck of
materials in classroom, more than forty students in each class (over crowdedness), and
material’s quality is very bad and even more importantly we don’t have the laboratory
in hay schools. This is only one simple example between others which gives us general
image about the student situation in school which influence negatively on his performs.
It is needless to talk about the role of society in student performs poorly. Some students
suffer from their situation in society. Their life becomes very difficult and complex. They
have problems which lead them to not concentrate at class. I can give her some examples
which reflect this point: the problems between parents, divorce’s problem, poverty, the
bad friendship ….
Of course, we cannot deny the important roles of teachers in school. It’s very difficult to
learn without teachers. They give us a lot; they often try to show us the best way to
become a good person in the future not only by learning but also by advising. Despite
their performance, the way of learning is deferent. They are some of them not
responsible in his class which make student don’t care to understand.
Personally speaking I think in one hand that all of these parts participate in this
problem but each one has their own effects which reflect student suffering during his
education. In the other hand I think that student is also responsible because some of
them who refuse to study. Furthermore, we have many students who are the best in his
class despite they suffer from a lot of problems.
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